
Vikings Bring the Thunder Release date: 10.01.2023

Experience one of the most curious tales of the North, and join 4 brave Vikings on their way for a 
successful plunder in the new 5-reel slot – Vikings Bring the Thunder. Set out on the open seas 
of Scandinavia, with a fearless bunch, you will get an exciting reel adventure. Designed for your 
entertainment, this journey is brimming with lots of Viking Wilds, Scatters, and some cool features, like 
dynamic Free Spins or the Wild Storm feature. What’s cooler about the game is that Wilds have a 
chance to become sticky, and can be upgraded with random ×2, ×4 or ×8 multipliers in the Blessing of 
the Storm feature. So, get prepared to win big with this new marvellous release.

Game Features

Special Symbols
Viking symbols can be transformed into WILDs

3 or more thunder SCATTERs anywhere 
on the reels during the main game 

trigger Free Spins

Base Game
 5-reel, 4-row slot featuring 

25 active paylines



Game Features

Wild Storm Feature
The feature can be triggered during any spin

 The Wild Storm gives the power of lightning to 
the Viking symbols on the reels  and can transform 

them into WILDs
During the Free Spins, WILDs have a chance to 

become sticky till the end of the feature

Free Spins
3, 4 or 5 SCATTERs anywhere on the reels 
trigger 8, 12 or 16 Free Spins respectively

Blessing of the Storm Feature
The feature can be triggered during the Free 

Spins only and can upgrade all sticky WILDs on 
the reels with random ×2, ×4 or ×8 multipliers

*Multiplayers of two or more WILDs of an active 
payline are summed up



Game Information
Math

Total RTP 95.96%

Volatility 12.96

Hit Frequency 24.58%

Win
Max Payout 
(simulated from 10 billion spins)

×11 785.8 bet (up to 5, 892, 900.00$ with 
500.00$ bet)

Information

Game Name Vikings Bring the Thunder

Absolute Name VikingsBringTheThunder

Technology HTML5

Devices Mobile & Desktop

Languages
English, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Thai, Turkish, 
Armenian, Ukrainian, Portuguese, French, 
Romanian

Currencies 100 +

Cryptocurrencies Yes

Free Spins Yes

Bonus Game No

Min Bet 0.1$

Default Bet 1.00$

Max Bet 500.00$


